Acting For Dancers

Primary Art Form: Dance

Target Audience: Mixed

8 Weeks (1 Hour per week)

Preferred date(s)/time(s):
Tuesday or Wednesday late afternoon - 3 pm or later

Brief Bio:
In my over 30 years of experience as a Dance Educator, Dancer, Actor, Choreographer and Director, I have created movement and produced content for every medium. As an Actor/Dancer I have worked in commercials, music videos, and film. My acting roles include sitcoms and a regular on a daytime drama. Choreography credits include many seasons of different television programs, (The Disney Channel, Nickelodeon, TLC/Discovery Network and Sesame Workshop), several Central FL regional musical theater productions( Orlando Rep, Mad Cow, The Ice House, Ocala Civic), trade shows, conventions and theme park shows and parades. I have been a dance adjudicator and teacher for all levels and a variety of dance styles. I have been very fortunate to have the opportunity to experience helping create the world's largest convention show and also collaborating with underrepresented special populations on performances that can be life altering. All are rewarding.

Description of your session:
Weekly 1 hour class were dancers will discovery how their unique skills can be utilized in training to be a better actor. As a dancer the experience of repetitive exercises and discipline gives them a foundation of physical strength, flexibility, memory and focus. These abilities are valuable assets when striving to become a commercial, theater and/or film actor. Each week students will be guided through and participate in exercises/games in a nonjudgmental supportive environment.

Describe any unusual room arrangement requirements:
Open space